CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

KASPERSKY LAB SAFEGUARDS THE
ONE ACADEMY’S CREATIVITY

EDUCATION
• W
 inner of The Asia Pacific
Brands Foundation’s
The BrandLaureate awards
for three consecutive years

Back in the 1990s, the creative industry
was going through an acute shortage of
professionally trained creative professionals.
In response to the industry call, a group of creative leaders came
together and formed the ideal training centre – real art and design
education and professional training with world class results.
The One Academy is internationally recognised as one of the
most respectable institutions in art, computer graphics and
communication design.
With campuses in Bandar Sunway and Georgetown, The One
Academy’s Information Technology and Operation Department
strives to deliver the best experience in terms of computer
performance and security for its 800+ endpoints.
The college strives to provide the best learning environment
without compromising creativity, so it is important to have an
uninterrupted environment at all times for the teaching staff and
students. If a malware attack was able to reach the college network
and computers, the day to day running of the academy, and the
information held on the network would be critically compromised.

Bandar Sunway

The Kaspersky Lab solution
The One Academy encourages openness to cultivate creativity
across the learning platform. No USB ports will be disabled as the
students require the use of a portable hard drive or USB flash
drive to save and transfer their work.
The One Academy found that Kaspersky Endpoint Security for
Business: Select was the best solution for their business. This solution
combines Kaspersky’s award winning anti-malware technologies,
plus file server security and easy to configure endpoint controls for
the protection of The One Academy IT infrastructure.
“The thing that impressed The One Academy most with Kaspersky
was the malware detection rate and the dedicated team working with
the college,” said Stanley Chew, Head, IT & Operation Department,
The One Academy of Communication Design.
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SECURE
The Kaspersky solution provides
superior malware detection rates

Reliable solution and team
“While almost all the security solution brands that we tested delivered
similar levels of protection, none came close to Kaspersky when we
compared it in terms of malware detection rate, PC performance and

CONTROL

industry know how,” Mr. Chew elaborated.
Kaspersky Endpoint Security for Business: Select was carefully

Ability to centrally manage all endpoints
whether within the campuses or remote

deployed during a three week semester break. The designated

Single management console allows the
IT & Operations department personnel
to provide timely support to the whole
college from a single point of access

which was the key to a successful deployment.

technical engineers worked closely with Mr. Chew and his team,

The One Academy did not want a complex infrastructure shift which
required a new learning curve for the IT & Operations Department, or
teachers and students. “Kaspersky worked closely with us to ensure

MOBILE

we could install around our existing set up without impacting on
productivity and creativity,” Mr. Chew explained.

Mobile Security

After four years of working with Kaspersky, The One Academy still

Mobile Device Management (MDM)

conducts regular ‘housekeeping’ maintenance on the IT infrastructure
throughout the campuses in Bandar Sunway and Georgetown.
“What we like the most with Kaspersky Endpoint Security for
Business: Select is that the system allows us to centrally manage
all the endpoints whether within the campuses or away. The single
management console allows the IT & Operations department
personnel to provide timely support to the whole college from
a single point of access,” said Mr. Chew.
Mr. Chew went on to explain that no matter how well the team trained
the teaching personnel and students on the email phishing risks,
users are still open to the risks, so Kaspersky provides the assurance
that even with such phishing schemes taking place, Kaspersky is
there to protect them.
“Smooth sailing. That is the key deliverable from the top
management of The One Academy when finding the right security
solution. Kaspersky Endpoint Security for Business: Select delivers
what it claims when we first evaluated it,” said Mr. Chew.
He went on to conclude, “Kaspersky focuses on what they
do best without compromise.”

800
Endpoints

“Smooth sailing. That is the key
deliverable from the top management
of The One Academy when finding the
right security solution. The Kaspersky
Endpoint Security for Business:
Select delivers what it claims.”
Stanley Chew, Head, IT & Operation Department,
The One Academy of Communication Design
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